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Stocco is a leading brand in the world of 
design bathroom furniture; appreciated 
and recognized international benchmark 
for quality, made in Italy, and tailor-made 
approach.

Palladio

Veneto

Italy

#Personalized solutions
#Precise and accurate service
#Experience and expertise in offering quality 
solutions
#Made in Italy design

Tailormade Stocco offers customizable 

solutions for the bathroom and wellness 

environment, personalized on measure, made 

with technological and exclusive materials, 

with a recognizable design. Tailormade 

Stocco is #SMART FORWARD DESIGN.

Stocco is a company with fifty years of 

business, based in northern Italy, near 

Venice, water city par excellence. So, when 

you live in an area that breathes beauty, 

it is natural to have a feeling for harmony, 

quality, and well done products. 

# International attitude

# Project area

Hotel Hohe Welt 
Austria

Hotel Sofitel 
Luxembourg

Private house
Canada



M o d u l a

Modula is a flexible tool in 

the hands of professional 

interior designers. It can be 

thought and designed to 

meet different aesthetic and 

practical needs. 

It is used to design spaces 

from scratch or create 

tailor-made solutions for 

environments that need a 

personal and innovative 

touch.

Modula is a tubular shelf 

with integrated washbasin 

available in various shapes, 

sizes and lengths.

“Full and empty spaces shape up the environment in a 
determined way, proposing unprecedented solutions both at 
the aesthetic and functional level”



I k s

Rigorous design and flexible 

compositions: Iks is a 

bathroom furniture system 

designed to be dressed in 

various ways. 

Wood enters in the 

bathroom as a pleasant 

and surprising presence. 

It brings a natural charm, 

with its veining it invites to 

experience a tactile and 

emotional pathway. The 

integrated washbasins in 

technological materials 

contrast with a pleasant and 

trendy aesthetic.

“Beauty has found its form in simplicity. And wears a new 
dress. With new qualities, emotions, and passions”



T a o

Tao is a system with a forward-looking approach, that can 

generate modern solutions in line with new trends. The project’s 

strength lies in the Yin-Yang principle. It is the interactive synergy 

between the T-shaped element and the side storage units.

“A contemporary bathroom system concept. Tao 
interprets market trends and ideas with a perfect balance 
between minimalistic geometries and an innovative 
design” 

5 Mood
# Tao Tech
# Tao Minimal
# Tao Modern
# Tao Nordic
# Tao Elegance



O v e r

Over is a system which is open to a 

thousand interpretations, simple and 

flexible. A solid structure, to be combined 

as you want, ready to dress in an elegant 

mix of solutions and able to show a 

sophisticated personality, more and more 

unique. It includes a wide range of items. 

Materials, colors, sizes, finishes are beyond 

imagination.

“Besides the functionality and organization, a 
new idea of beauty and wellness takes place 
in in the bathroom. Timeless, boundless. Over 
your imagination”



O v e r  e a s y

Over Easy is created to be 

enjoyed and tested on an 

everyday basis. 

This is the result of carefully 

designed ergonomics and 

functionality, according to 

the principle for which “your 

everyday gestures lead to 

our design”. 

Over Easy proposes a 

selection of compositions, 

calibrated on the 

international market, that 

are the result of a careful 

analysis of trends and sales 

requirements.

“Design to live. Over Easy collection is made to be used, not 
just to be looked at. Pleasing to the eye and functional in 
everyday actions”



E k l ò O r i g a m i

Eklò is the versatile washbasin 

available in a small, medium 

and large-sized version to be 

adorned with different materials 

Origami is a complete 

collection dedicated to five-star 

bathrooms, whether in luxury 

according to the walls. Designed 

and made in partnership with 

Decoratori Bassanesi.

hotels or private homes.

The common denominator is a 

delicate, essential look.

“Infinite reflections of water, the sky and the 
world”

“Clear lines, sophisticated elegance: Origami 
is a pure design for tubs and shower trays”



w w w . s t o c c o . i t


